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With the increasing of the “Mandarin fever” all over the world, the number of 
Confucius Institute is increasing with more and more people showing their interests in 
Chinese. Under the circumstances, some Chinese culture readers are published to the 
foreign Chinese learners, But due to lacking of time, such readers have many 
problems in cultural transmission and need further improvement. 
Hermeneutics is a theory that base on text explanation. Today the Hermeneutics 
found by Martin Heidegger and Gadamer is a kind of ontology instead of 
methodology. Although Hermeneutics is a theory about the explanation of literary and 
artistic works, The analysis and explanation of literary and artistic works have much 
things to do with t translation.. So modern Hermeneutics theory can surely give 
references to translation studies. 
Poetry Translation plays a important role in culture transmission. Many scholars 
made a large number of studies in these fields. Among these studies, the transmission 
of images is very important because it is a way not only expressing the meaning but 
also reflecting the aesthetic feeling. Images are the soul of poetry and can not be 
ignored in translation. Translators must try their best to make the aesthetic experiences 
of reader and the writer consistent. However such studies is limited now. 
The reconstitution of images is very complex because it is related to linguistics, 
stylistics, aesthetics and Hermeneutics. Moreover it has much to do with Psychology 
and cognitive behavior. <Chinese Culture Reader Series for Confucius Institute 
VERSES FROM TANG POETRY> is a typical case of reconstitution of image in 
Hermeneutics. The paper can broaden the cognition of this field by making some 
analysis and improve the writing of such readers to make international Chinese 
culture better.    
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   从现有的读本来看，毫无疑问直接描写和叙述传统典籍的读本在中国文化海
外传播方面扮演着极为重要的角色，因为其内容不同于说明叙述和传记讲述，是
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